
Royal Automobile Club 1000 Mile Trial – Day 4 
 
The morning of day 4 saw crews set off on a lap of Mid Wales taking in some of the most 
iconic and classic driving roads that the Principality has to offer. A regularity, a half hour run 
along the infamous Abergwesyn mountain road and a climb up the Devil’s Staircase all gave 
crews a chance to enjoy the amazing views before tackling approximately 9 miles of incredibly 
narrow lanes.  
 
It was then onto a small test thanks to the owner of Garth Farm, before taking coffee in Y 
Talbot Hotel, Tregaron. After coffee there was a short run onto two tests at the Mid Wales 
Activity Centre, an initial hill climb which saw all the crews enjoying testing their vehicles to 
the limit, before a second more skill based test.  
 
Crews then began to head West towards the coastline and competed in a regularity around 
Trefenter with some rather interesting instructions which seemed to be more like a list of 
random objects along the route! Most of the gates, flagpoles, black and white markers, green 
boxes and rusty objects were covered by overgrown foliage making the time changes a real 
challenge. Just before lunch, a number of crews had the chance to experience F15 fighter Jets 
flying through the valley and practising some exciting practise manoeuvres overhead whilst 
they were competing! Day four’s lunch stop was at the beautiful Nant Eos Mansion, a grade 
1 country house constructed in 1738.  
 
After lunch the route took crews over the great driving roads of Mid Wales continuing with a 
run over the Nant Y Moch Reservoir road and onto the A487 travelling through the market 
town of Machynlleth. To everyone’s surprise the reservoirs were rather shallow due to the 
incredible weather that we have been having in Wales over the past few months. Crews then 
headed back east over the Dylifi mountain road and onto the final two regularities of the day. 
The first being a trip around the sides of Llyn Clywedog, made famous from the TV commercial 
where a Land Rover Defender 90 winched itself up the side of the dam face. Afternoon Coffee 
took place in Llangurig and then crews headed towards Devil’s Bridge.  
 
The final regularity of the day saw crews head around the Elan Valley and a number of 
reservoirs which serve the West Midlands. It was then time to head back to the Metropole 
Hotel for a relatively early finish and for most of the crews to watch a Football game that was 
apparently quite important. Just 2 days left of this epic journey. 
 
As crews arrived back at the Metropole Hotel we managed to ask them how they got on and 
if they enjoyed the route for today’s leg. 
 
Car 24 (Richard Schneider / Noel Schneider) – Tiny little lanes this morning but it was beautiful 
scenery. We rallied up until lunch but then we got a bit lost and went to the beach! We had 
such a great day and seeing the planes chase each other through the valleys this morning was 
awesome! 
 



Car 10 (Sue Shoosmith / Trina Harley) – Fine. Bit hairy at times in those skinny lanes but it’s 
been a fantastic route. (The crew were working on their Bentley 3 /4 ½ so we didn’t want to 
pester them too much) 
 
Car 32 (Bertie Van Houtte / Pierre Van Houtte) – The route was amazing! I was planning a trip 
up to Scotland but I don’t think I’ll bother now! WOW! 
 
Car 26 (Stephen Owens / Bart Den Hartog) – Super day! This is rallying at it’s best! Good long 
tests, good regularities, Brilliant scenery, great stops! I love it! 
 
Car 4 (Graham Goodwin / Marina Goodwin) – Best day so far! What a route! Views were 
amazing and we had a good run so that’s even better! 
 
Car 8 (Simon Arscott / Nick Cooper) – Cracking little lanes, beautiful views, friendly locals, 
great regularities and we even saw the see! What more can you want? 
 
Car 31 (Michael Squire / Andrew Hall) – The route was stunning! The Elan valley was great 
and seeing those F15s overhead this morning! Just, WOW! 
 
Car 35 (Ian Beattie / Ewan Beattie) – We are so glad that we managed to get the car up and 
running again for today. When the clutch was playing up yesterday we contacted the only 
Hotchkiss specialist in the UK and they were just 20 miles down the road from Castle Combe! 
It was all sorted within about 4 hours and we were back at the Metropole just in time for 
dinner last night, which really added to the adventure. The car has been spot on today and 
we were keeping up with the Bentley’s on the way back to the hotel! 
 
Car 23 (Steve Robertson / Julia Robertson) – Straight forward route today with nice smooth 
roads meaning that the carb didn’t try and shake itself to bits! Looking forward to tomorrow’s 
challenges. 
 
Car 22 (Urs Mezger / Maxime Mezger) – First reg was one of the best we have ever done! The 
views and the roads were stunning and for us it was a better day than yesterday. No tractors 
and barely any traffic. *thumbs up 
 
Car 34 (Daniel Gresly / Elise Whyte) – Thankfully the Alternator was just overworked 
yesterday with all the fans and lights and everything running but today it ran perfectly. The 
route was outstanding and it was a very special day. 
 
In the mechanics corner of the car park: 
 
Car 14 (Dilwyn Rees / Andrew Duerden  – The car has been struggling a bit on the hills but it’s 
only a little 1.5 engine. I enjoyed the roads, but I wouldn’t mind a bit more power. 
 



Car 15 (Klaus Mueller / IIona Seewald) – Fantastic route to drive. Great landscape and great 
tests, Wales is just amazing! The driveshaft for the supercharger broke so Peter took it to a 
workshop and had it welded so it’s going back on now and the show can go on. 
 
Car 17 (Peter Kite / Tony Brooks) – Fairly good day results wise but I messed it up on the last 
regularity when I didn’t slow down enough. The shackles are all greased up and working well 
but the brakes needed more cooling when we were coming down the hills at the end of the 
day today. All to play for over the next few days but it’s been the best day so far. 
 
Tomorrows leg takes us from The Metropole hotel in Llandrindod Wells to The Belfry Hotel in 
Wishaw. We’ll keep you updated with news as soon as it comes in. 
 
 
 
 


